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1T'ne Deep Structure of Indirect Discourse

Gregory Lee 

1. Otto Jespersen a.~d other traditional grammarians have 

described indirect discourse as ·being a transfor:n of direct discourse. 

Jespersen2 says that in converting direc~ discourse into indirect 

discourse person, tense, and mood are,shifted a.nd the form of 

q_uestions, ccrnmands , e.nd requests is·· changed. So for example the 

sentence (1-a)becOI:leS in indirect discourse (1-b) by shifting the 

person (I che.~ges ta~) and shifting the tense or mood (•..rill 

changes to ~o~ld). 

{l-a.) Joh:i. said, 11 ! ;,,ill go,"  

(1-b) John said that he would go.  

2. In the f:-ru:rewo!"k of gene:rative-trans:f'orr.:ational grammar, the 

obvious way to take over this traditional account is to say that 

there are optional transformations which shift person, tense, etc. 

We sturt off •.,ith sentences in direct dis course, and, if these trans-

rormatio~s apply, we get a sentence in indirect discourse. In this 

treatnent a sente~ce tith direct discourse and the corresponding 

se~t~nce ~nth indirect discourse would ccree fron the sc..~e aeep s~ructur~. 

Now two sentences that are derived from the su.~e deep structure s~ould 

be paraphrases; but corresponding sentences with direct and indirect 

discourse are p~,t. in ge~e~al paraphras~s. For example, (l-b) could be 

true in circumstances in ·,rhich (1-a) was not true. John's actual 
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words could have been "I shall depart," and (1-b) would still be 

a fnir report of what John said. The direct discourse sentence 

purports to give John 1s actual words, but the indirect discourse 

sentence is true just so l.ong as what John sa.id 11boils down11 t.o 

saying that he ~ould go, 

3. So already a major problem arises in tl""'Jinp, to relate 

direct and incirect discourse in the terms of generative g!'"ammar. 

Let rne set tte major problem aside ~or a moment to exaJ:r~ne some more 

~ar~o~ evidence ~or and against the proposition that indirect 

di3course is derived from direct discourse. 

,,~. s~~te~ces (4-a}, (4-b}, and {4-c) illustrate an e:gu,ment 

getting i:-.di!'ect discourse from direct discourse. Not e·,rer:tor:e 

~-:.11 fi~d (4-e) ~nacceptable, but I predict that at least some 

people -.rill. 

(4-a) *Mary is pregnant, but John saidt "No she isn't." 

The reason I think (4-a) is bad is as follows. For the conjunction 

~ to be appropriate, John 1 6 words No she isn't must be interpreted 

e.s mea.'1ing 1 l'lo, Ma~J isn't pregna..-it,' .there· ure~nant ha.s been deleted, 

a.nd Mazy has been pronor.iinalized. But for this deletion and 

:prcr.cm!::::::1.lizi?.tion to ta.~e place. ~ and nret.ma.""lt must have been 

In (4-a) there is no indication that Mag and pre~nant vere mentioned 

before John spoke; rather they fil"e mentioned at the time John 1 s speech 

is being reported. Contrast this with the acc·epta.ble (4-b) where M~y 

and nregnant A~ mentioned in the conversation being reported. 
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(4-b) Harry said, "Mary is pregnant, 11 but John said, 

0 No she isnft, 11 

In (4-b) the pronominalization and deletion ca.n take place. (4-a) 

and { 4-b) show that there is a con'trast between direct discourse e.:nd 

dha~ is no~ in direct discourse ~ith regard to anaphoric ~elationships. 

I will call the constraint, which rules out (4-a)~ the 'prer,na.nt-

constra.int. 1 

{4-c) sho~s that indirect discourse acts like direct discourse 

in this regard. !.e., the pregnant-co~straint doe~n't make {4-c} 

unacceptable .. 

(4-c) Harry sa.id that M~J wa.s pregnant, but John said., 

n;·.ro she isn't. u 

The acc~ptability of {4-c) can be accounte~ for if inci~ec~ discourse 

is cerivet from direct discourse; .i.e., i~ {4-c} is derived from 

( 4-b) • The pregnant-constraint. •.rill. be stated at the level of deep 

structure, before (4-o) is changed to·(4-c). 

5. Sentences {5-a.), (5-b}, and (5-c),. on the other hand, 

illustrate an argument that indirect discourse is not derived from 

direct discourse. The i sub~cripts in (5-a), {5-b), and (5~c) indicate 
- i • 

\ ' that someone a!ld !!!. a.re to refer to.,the same person. (5-a.) shows 

tha~ ordinaril.:1 the inde::~ir..i'te someone can be the corefe~e:itial 

ar.~ecedent of he. 

(5-a) John thought th~t someonei would leave, but hei 

didn't. 

Eut an indefinite in direct discourse cannot be the coreferential 
' ; 

antecedent of a. pronoun outside the direct discourse. I will call. 
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t.:i.e c:ons~:::-o.int wh:c:h nrevents (5-b) the 1 someone-constra.int. 1 . ' 

'5 • ) *J h  ' -" "C? • 1  1 1 It •  . h • • d I,._~ -o o. n sa.i'-', ..,omeonei w1...~ _eave, out. ei 0.1. n ..... 

In (5,-c), •,itece the indefinite is in indirect c:iscourse, this 

corcferen"Giul Maphora. is possible. 

{5-c) John said t.hat someone, would leave, but hei 

didn't. 

So •.,•ith respee~ to the someone-constraint, indirect discourse does 

llil..i behave the same vay as direct di,scourse • 'I'his, then, is evidence 

that indirect discourse should not'be derived froj direct discoUl"se. 

6. F:.i.ced with ::;uch conflictinr: evidence as·is provided by the 

p!·cr,na.'1.t-ccnst:::-.'J.int a.r:d the someone-constraint, it is possible t" 

co:::.:p~o::t.1se. i.{e c~ sa:; t:lat sometimes indirect C.iscourse is f~o::i  

di::.-~ct .::i~c:nu.!'se, a.-::c. so::ieti::11=:s it isn't. So (4-c) will be c.e1·i.ved.  

::::-arr, (4-b), bu.~ (5-c) •.;ill not be de::-ived 1~rom (5-b). By tr.is ce')mpromise  

solution, vhich is the solution I favor, there will be two possibi-

lities for de!'"ivin£; ir.direct discourse a....""l.e··· two corresponding inter- 

prctutions. ':'he situation is ciep;ramed in (6-a).  

(G-a) deep structure: indirect di3course direct discourse 

J~ 
surface structure: indirect di$course direct discourse 

Some evidence for this proposal is. given in {6-c) and {6-d}. The 

that-clause of the sentence 

(6-b) Mary said that sm::eone was in the room. 

can eithe~ be from direct discourse or be "ofiginal" indirect discourse. 

~~ ..-clause rr.ust r.ot te from direct discourse--because of the someone-

constrai::i.t. 
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(6-c) After Mary snid that someonei was in the roo:n, 

hei said, "~fo one is in the room. 
11 

We ca.'1 predict tha:t the first in the rorn::. cannot ·oe the antecedent 

of the in the room in the direct quote, because of the pregnant-

constraint. 7he unacce,tability of {6-d) confir~s this prediction. 

(6-d) *After Mary said that someonei vas in the room, 

hei said, "No one is." 

In {6-d) in the room has been deleted from the ~irect quote, the 
I' 

a...'1teceder.t being the preceding in the roo~. But this anaphoric 

:::-ela-tior.ship is ruled out unless the ant.ecedent is also i:. a direct 

~uc~e in deep stn:cture. In (6-d) in the room is not in a deep 

s~:::-~ct~e direct q~cte, ~ence (6-d) is unacceptable. 

7. Notice tr.at this solution c!.oes not make tl-.e r~a.1.se predic-.ion 

that corresponding sentences in direct a..~d indirect discourse are 

always "pc.raphrases. A sentence with i~direct discourse has in 

gene!"al ;.~ 
~

interpretations.. one of which is the swne as that of 

the correspond:ng direct discourse sentence. 

8. The sentences in (8-b) through (8-d) below are other cases 

like (6-d), ~ ~~ ~~ constraints conflict. A sentence with ind~rect 

discourse has simultaneously forced on i~ two incompatible inter-

prctations--en interpretation ·as being from deep structure indirect 

discourse and an interpretation as being fro~ deep str~cture direct 
discourse. 

As Joseph 1::mo~ds points cut in his dissertation Constraints on 

7::-ar.sforr::e...:ions (Ir.di'an2. rJni·.rersi-;.y I.inguistics Ci::-cle, mimeo, Sur..'7.e!', 

1969), ?&~e~t~e~ical ex~~essio~s ~ike it seems to ~e do not 
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ordinm-ily occur within embedded sentences. T'ney do, of course, 

occur within direct discourse--as in the sent~nce (8-a). 

(8-a) Mary said, "'Alice, it seems to me, likes someone, 11 

A.~d. contrary to the general rule, parenthetical expressions occur 

in embedded sentences that represent indirect discourse. So: 

{8-b) Mo.ry so.id that Alice, it seemed to her, liked 

so:::i.eone. 

Then it is reasonable to expect that indirect discourse, ~hen it 

contains a pare~thetic!ll e;cpressiont must b~ from direct discourse. 

Example (8-c) confirms t~is. 

(8-c) Mary said that Alice (*i.t seemed to her} liked 
'" 

so~eone., but Alice really didntt like him~ at 
·k • 

a.11. 

Ween cc~eferential anaphora blocks a direct discourse interpretation 

of indirect discourse, a parenthetical expression cannot be added to 

the indirect discourse. 

In sentence (8-d), the failure of tense-shifting to apply to the 

l:'elath·e clause disallows a direct discourse interpretation. So 

n~eana.~t ca.,.,not delete the understood ~regna..~t of the direct quote: 

(8-d) John said that the '·woman ..who (:~:} sitting there 

•..ras pregnant. but He.rr.r said' 1'Mo' she isn't. II 

Likevise in (8-e) the railure of.tense-shifting forces a.n inter-

pretation as deep stntcture indirect discourse, ".lhile the parenthetical, 
l: 

he thought requires a direct.discourse interpretation, So adding he 

thou~ht makes the sentence unacce~table. 
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(8-e) John said that the woman vho is sittin~ there 

would (~he thought) agree to leave. 

9. Now I knO'II' fro:n some unsystematic checking-around t:'lat a 

lot of you ;.rill not agree with my placement of asterisks in these 

examples. Not only do the sentences take some thinkinP, about, but 

they also permit well-considered disa~,reement. But suppose for a 

moment that the proposal in {6-a) is correct. T"nen the acceptability 

of sentence (9-a) is interesting. 

--(9-a.) Mary was pregnant, and John said that she was--but 

Ha.r~.r said, 11:No she isn't," 

There are three occurrences of Marl and three occurrences of nregnant 

ir. (9-~); two of each are implicit. If the sentence were filled out 

~ore, it would read: 

(9-b) Mary was pregnant, and John said that Mary va.s 

presnant~but He.rry said: "No, Mary isn't 

pregnant. 11 

Let me refer to the three occurrences of ~regna.~t as nreimant1 , preRna.~t2 ,  

and nre~nant 3 . Pregnant 3 is deleted :fror.t the direct quote, the antece- 

dent for the deletion ~eing'nregnant2 . The antecedent ce.nnot be  

nre~na.~t1 (the nregnant that actually occurs), because of the preR!}ant- 

constraint. The indirect discourse in the second els.use of (9-a)  

must be from direct discourse--again because of the pregnant-constraint.  

out now the pregnant-constraint prevents deletinR pre~nant2 vith  

pre~nant1 as antecedent. B~t the fact is that the second nreRnent  

2.~a~ be deleted.  

-~-ie onl~r -...a:,• arowid this problem that I can see is to allow deletion 
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to occur both before and after the conversion of direct db:::ou~se 

into ineirect discourse. This implies first, that prer,nan~~ is 

really present in the deep str~cture of (9-a) (otherwise it could 

not act as an an~ecedent); a.:nd second, 
., 

it implies that the anaphoric 

relationship between ure~nant1 and nregnant2 cnnnot be stated in the 

d~c~ structure of (9-a), but is established at a lower level by the 

process of deletion. 

Likewise the anaphoric relation between ~ and the first ~

in (9-e.) must be e.sta.blished a.fter uncl.e:rlyiijR direct discourse is 

changed into indirect disco'Ul"se. 

\ 
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Footnotes 

½his pa-per was read a.t the .December 1969 Il!eeting of the 
Linguistic Society of America, Another paper on indirect discourse 
was read a:t tha.t meeting by MarJ Oa.llagher. Professor Gallagher's 
:pa.per. 11Accounting :tor indirect discourse,n has nov appeared. in 
Papers in Linguistic~ 2.l.83-89. Her arguments and r.i:y conclusion 
may seem to be in conflict~ but a careful reading will shov that in 
fact they sire not. · 

2otto Jesperson, The Philosophy of Grammar. J;). 292 ff. 




